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Modern application delivery deppends on the nettwork to connect applications, deevices and end users. The new computing moddel relies
on data centerss and clouds, which imply increassing traffic volum
me and network speeds. Meetingg users’ expectaations for Qualityy-ofExperience requuires consistent performance annd reliability acrooss the entire neetwork infrastructture. Network opperations need too
deliver optimal performance
p
bassed on robust caapacity planning and traffic enginneering and to eeffectively troubleeshoot intermitteent
performance isssues, outages, and
a security inciddents. While packet capture hellps to troubleshooot reported probblems, the prem
mise of
exhaustively capturing all the paackets from every network hop at
a a centralized llocation is a prohibitive “bottleneeck by design”. In
contrast, cPackket’s innovative approach
a
to real--time performance assurance is physically distributed and logicaally centralized. The
unique cVu prodduct family combbines flexible forrwarding, filteringg, and balancingg with Smart Porrts, which apply granular analyticcs onthe-fly. A centraalized dashboardd unifies the acceess to behavioraal information froom all the ports oof multiple cVu ddevices, includinng high
resolution countters, key perform
mance indicatorss, and alerts. Combining Riverbeed and cPacket solutions drives better performaance
optimization, moore proactive mitigation of imminnent issues, andd shorter time to resolution of crittical disruptions..

TECHNICAL BAC
CKGROU
UND
The unique cVuu product family combines flexiblle matrix forwardding with Smart Ports, which insspect all ingress traffic in real tim
me.
These Smart Poorts perform com
mplete inspectionn of header fields and payload ppatterns in everyy packet and eveery flow on-the-fly. In
addition to detailed analytics, thhe Smart Ports also
a deliver flow balancing, tunneel forwarding, tagging, de-dupliccation, nanosecoond
time-stamping, high resolution counters,
c
top talkers, gap detecttion, and configuurable alerts for aabnormal traffic conditions.
cPacket’s SPIFEE dashboard provides
p
centralizzed access to coorrelated informaation from multipple cVu devices including key
performance inddicators and abnnormal applicatioons’ behavior aleerts. The dashbooard facilitates aadvanced analytiics and visualizaation of
detailed perform
mance metrics and heat maps. Furthermore,
F
eacch Smart Port “ggrep the networkk” based on traffic characteristicss like
spikes or payloaad pattern matchhing to enable automatic drilldow
wn. For examplee, users can use automatic triggeers to pinpoint error
events by selecctively forwardingg only the packeets before and affter this triggeringg error-event to Riverbed NetShhark.
The powerful coombination of cP
Packet’s cVu devvices for real-tim
me performance aassurance with R
Riverbed produccts is a comprehensive
performance moonitoring and trooubleshooting soolution. The flexibble cVu matrix foorwarding enables efficient deployment of downnstream
monitoring and security tools including NetSharrk instances. In addition,
a
the Sm
mart Ports supporrt sophisticated aalerting based oon high
resolution countters, behavioral characteristics, and flexible patttern matching. A nanosecond tim
me-stamp is attaached by the harrdware
prior to any queeuing to allow acccurate downstreeam analysis bassed on the actuaal packets arrivaal times without aany risk of undessirable
stochastic contaamination. cPaccket time stamping is leading thee industry with h ighest accuracy, hardware clockk synchronization, and
detailed diagnostics.
The SteelCentraal NetShark apppliance can provide packet captuure and indexing for forensic inveestigation. cPacket Smart Ports
complement this packet capturee with real time detection
d
of trafffic misbehaviors like spikes, jitter, and bottleneckks. Real-time
identification is critical to enabling proactive mittigation before im
mminent issues ddegrade and beccome big disrupptive problems.
Combining Riveerbed and cPackket solutions is a comprehensivee solution for reaal-time behavioraal analysis, granular performancce
monitoring, andd effective mitigation of outages and
a disruptive inncidents. The coorrelated view of current and histtorical data from
multiple Smart Ports
P
and cVu devices is availabble from SPIFEE
E’s centralized daashboard togethher with dynamicc red-green mapps that
highlight hotspoots and bottleneccks.

DEPLOY
YMENT
cPacket’s cVu devices
d
enable simple
s
deploymeent, accurate anaalysis, and compprehensive visibbility across the nnetwork. They faacilitate
real time monitooring, detailed drrill-down capabilities with interacctive network seaarch, and effectiive troubleshooting of latency annd
performance isssues. Riverbed and
a cPacket products can be deeployed togetherr as a comprehensive solution foor network perforrmance
monitoring, visibbility, and troubleeshooting. The following
f
deploym
ment diagram ill ustrates a comm
mon deploymentt architecture:

cPacket’s
c
SPIFEE
E dashboard collects key perform
mance indicatorss,
alerts
a
and metaddata from distribuuted cVu devicess to provide
correlation,
c
advaanced analytics aand visualization
cVu
c devices filte r, balance, timesstamp and forwarrd relevant trafficc to
any
a toolset, incluuding NetShark. IIn addition, the S
Smart Ports pushh
metadata,
m
KPIs aand alerts to the ccentralized dashboard (top layer))
Visibility
V
points aacross the physi cal network - TAPs and SPANs - feed
traffic
t
to cPackett Smart Ports (miiddle layer) which inspect every bbit of
every
e
packet andd every flow to prrovide detailed K
KPIs and alerts

USE CASSES AND
D BENEFITS
cPacket solutionns provide integrated approach to network perfoormance monitorring, proactive m
mitigation, and trooubleshooting. S
Some
highlights of speecific use cases and benefits incclude:


Scalable Deployment:
D
phhysically distributted and logicallyy centralized appproach eliminatees the risk of creaating unintentionnal
“bottleneckk by design”. Thee Smart Ports innspect all the ingress traffic on-thhe-fly to extract K
Key Performancce Indicators andd highresolution counters at line--rate under any traffic
t
conditionss.



e
bit in everyy packet and eveery flow to provide deep insight into
Complete Packet Inspecttion: each Smarrt Port inspects every
traffic patteerns, abnormal applications
a
behavior, microburssts, spikes, and jjitter. Specificallyy, each port can identify gaps orr out-oforder appliications sessionss, error conditionns like unreachaable resources, aand indications oof security threatts.



Flexible Matrix
M
Forwardin
ng: aggregation, replication, flow
w-balancing, tun neling, tagging, and forwarding of any subset off traffic
from any inngress port into any tools or a cluster of tools. Inn addition, built-inn options like haardware time staamping, high resoolution
counters, top-talkers,
t
and user-defined aleerts of abnormal traffic are availaable at each Smaart Port.



Analytics and Visualizatiion: SPIFEE cenntralized dashbooard provides arcchiving, correlation, base lining, variational analysis and
reporting based
b
on the built-in and user-deefined KPIs from
m across the entirre environment.



Automaticc triggers: isolattion of relevant sessions
s
related to intermittent bbehaviors by dettecting the triggeering event and
selectively capturing the traffic preceding and
a following thaat specific event for detailed conntextual analysis of error conditioons.
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